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Karoubi-\Villamayor K-theory behaves well in the presence of nilpotent 
elements. We can mod out by nilpotent ideals without affecting the groups 
Kli,(R). If we ignore the units in KV1(R), we can replace an ideal by its radical, 
or a ring by its seminormalization (if the singular points are nice enough), 
all without changing the K-theory. These results also hold for the homotopiza- 
tion [&I of K,, 

Section 1 introduces homotopization as a tool for analyzing the Iiaroubi- 
1-illamayor K-theory. Section 2 studies the effect of modding out by a nilpotent 
ideal on the groups KV,t , as well as the homotopization [S,,] of the classical 
groups R, , n .-; 3. In Section 3 we introduce functors SKT-,, , based on SI, 
which agree with the Karoubi-Pillamayor functors for n 3 2. This allows us to 
ignore units, and carry out the remaining calculations. 

I. HOMOTOPIZATION 

\$‘e work in the category of associative rings without unit. A subcategory 91 
is “admissible” if, whenever a ring R is in %, so is the ring R[t], as well as the 

four morphisms 

t : R - R[t], “t 0” and “t =-: 1”: R[t] -P R, and “t +f st”: R[t] + R[s, t]. 

References for this section are [6, 15, 171. 
Let F: $93 + YL be a functor. The homotopizxztlon [F] of F is the functorial 

coequalizer (if it exists) of the natural transformations F(t 0) and F(t 1) 
from F(R[t]) to F(R). If F -= [F], we call F a homotopy functor on 91; this is 
equivalent to requiring F(R) --L F(R[t]) to be an isomorphism for all R in $3. \I’e 
call a ring R F-regular ifF(R) - F(R[t, ,..., t,]) is an isomorphism for all n; F is 
a homotopy functor on the full subcategory of F-regular rings. 

Let ‘X(R) denote the smallest admissible subcategory of 91 containing R, and 
fix ‘$, =: Rings(Z) as a universal model. We can think of ‘31(R) as the image of a 
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functor from %a to %. IfF: % + 91 is a functor, then (for each R in ‘3) we can 
think of F(R) as a functor from ’33s to PI. With this abuse of notation it makes 
sense to refer to a natural transformationPi -F,(R,); such a transformation 
induces a map [FJR, --f [F,] R, . 

From now on we shall assume that YI is a category of groups. We then have 
an explicit construction of [RI. Let NF(R) be the kernel ofF(t = 0); the image of 
F(t = 1): ,VR(R) *F(R) is a normal subgroup, and the quotient group is [FIR. 
We shall call an element x of NF(R) a contraction of its image X( 1) in F(R); thus 
[P’J is obtained from F by modding out the contractible elements. 

We shall need the following result from [17]. We start with an exact 
sequence of natural transformations of group-valued functors: 

F,(R,) - F,(R,) - Fd’z(R,) - Fd&). 

LEMMA 1.1. The sequence 

[FolIz, -+ F’,IR, - [&I4 - [Fxl& 

is exact if NF3(R3) = 0. It is exact at [F2]Rz if and only if the images ofF,(R,) and 
NF3(R3) in F3(R3) intersect in the image of NF,(R,). 

We shall be explicitly concerned with the following examples. The Karoubi- 
Villamayor groups KV, are homotopy functors (n > 1) and KV, = [KJ = [GZ]. 
For convenience of presentation we shall refer to [K,] as KT’,, . There is a natural 
transformation [KJ -+ KV, , which is not an isomorphism in general [18]. 

If R is commutative, [KJR = [U]R @ [SKJR. We have [SKJR = [SZJR 
and [U]R = units of R modulo unipotents = U(R/nil R). 

If we think of the relative groups K,(R, I) as functors on (admissible) pairs of 
rings, we can form the homotopization [K,](R, I) as the coequalizer of maps 
from K,(R[t], I[t]) to K,(R, I). 

LEMMA I .2. Let I be an ideal in a ring R. Then KVl(I) = [KJ(R, I), and is 
independent of R. Thus excision holds for [Klj. 

Proof. The subgroup E(R, I) of GZ(I) lies in the image of NGZ(I), as 
y(1 + rte,,)y-1 are contractions of the generators (r ~1, y c E(R)). Hence 
Kl(R, 1) lies between GZ(1) and [GZJI, and so [K,](R, I) = [Gl]I. Done. 

We shall take advantage of Lemma 1.2, in suppressing ambient rings for [KJ 
and [SK,]. Recall from [6] that KV,+,(R) = KV,(.@R), where QR = 
(t2 - t)R[t]. 

LEMMA 1.3. For R commutative (with or without unit) and n > 1, 

KV,+,(R) = [SK,]@R = [SZ]l?R. 

Proof. It is enough to show that [lJ&PR = 0. But [U].@R = 
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U(Q”(R/nil R)) =: 0 as R/nil R is reduced and .@R/nil Q’lR P?“( Rnil R). 
Done. 

PROPOSITIOI\I 1.4. For R comrnutatiue uv?k unit, [K,]R ~~ Cl(R) [&]H, 
and there is a short exact sequence 

0 - [SK,JR ---f [I?JR - [Pic]R - 0. 

Proof. From SII (7.10) of [I] we see that H is a homotopy- functor, so the 
first statement follows from K,, := H @ I?” Now we have an esact sequence of 
natural transformations 

0 + SK&R) + x0(R) + Pit(R) ---, 0 

Applying Lemma 1. I yields exactness at [&] and [Pit], and gives a criterion for 
exactness at [SK,,]. Given s t :Vl?(,(R) with s(1) in S&(R). wt‘ tul-e to find 
~1 E NSK”(R) with ~(1) : = x(l). Let L be a rank 1 projectirc K[t]-module for 
which det(s) m= L inPic(R[t]). The&( I) = det(s(1)) = R, and?’ m_ s t I ~- [L] 
lies in N,‘TK,,(R). \\re are done, because >)(I) = x(l) + 1 - [L( I)] .Y( 1 ). 

2. NILPOTENT KINGS 

Recall the following result from 1X( 1.3) of [ 11: 

LEMMA 3. I. IfI is u nilpotent ideal in a viny R, then the natural nlap K,,(R) m-f 
K,,(RjI) is an isomwphism. Moreoaer, K,(I) z 0 and k;(R) --F K,(R/f) is onto. 
The natural nmp L’(I) ---f K,(R, I) ‘. 17 onto, and is an isonzorphism if R is rommutatir’e. 
In this case SI\-,(R, I) =- 0 also. 

The results of this section also hold for a commutative nil ring, as it is the 
direct limit of nilpotcnt rings. The point is that the property of being nilpotent is 
inherited by r[t], (!I bum tI[t], and RI == (t” ~ t)Z[t], while more ~enernl proper- 
ties are not. It is an open question as to whether or not r[f] is nil xhen 1 is. 

PROPOSITIOX 2.2. ZfI is nilpotent, [ U]I = 0 and Kl’,t(I) 0 jur czll II ‘I- 0. 

Proof. [Z;]I =T 0 since 1 -t- at is a contraction of the unit I a, a E I. The 
cases 7~ := 0, 1 follow from Lemma 2.1 because K,, - [KJ and [ (‘]I --f [K,](R, I) 
are onto. The result for higher groups follows from the observation that Q”T is 
nilpotent. 

Remark Not all nilpotent rings are contractible (in the sense of [9]), so this 
is a new class of rings which are acyclic for Iiaroubi-\7illamayor K-theory. 
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THEOREM 2.3. Let I be a nilpotent ideal in a ying R. Then R + R/I is a GI- 
jibration, and KVn(R) + KVn(R/I) is an isomorphism fog all n > 0. 

Proof. The rings EnI are nilpotent, so from Lemma 2.1 we deduce that 
I(,(E”R) --f K,(E”R/I) is onto, which implies that GZ(E?lR) + GZ(E”R/I) is onto, 
i.e., R + R/I is a Gl-fibration. Proposition 2.2 and the resulting long exact 
sequence yield the result for n > 1. The case II = 0 follows from Lemma 2.1 
and the functoriality of homotopization. 

Again, when R is commutative, we can let I be any nil ideal. Hence R has the 
same Karoubi-Villamayor K-theory as its reduced ring. In contrast, K;(R) and 
K&R) contain many elements that the groups for R/nil R do not. 

Similar phenomena hold for [K,]. Here we let E=,(R, 1) denote either the Stein 
relativization [13] or its quotient, the relative groups in the long exact sequence 
for Quillen K-theory [8]. 

PROPOSITION 2.4. Let I be a m’l ideal in a commutative Cng R. Then 
[K&R, I) = 0. 

Proof. The elements (a, q,,,, a E R, q E I, are generators of K.JR, I) by [4], and 
have contractions <‘a, qt.3 in k’,(R[t], I[t]). 

COROLLARY 2.5. [K,]R = [I&]R/I. 

Proof. We have the exact sequence 

k-,(R, I) -+ K,(R) + &(R/I) -> SKJR, Z). 

By Lemma 2.1, the pair (R, 1) is SKI-regular, so the result follows from an 
application of Lemma 1.1. 

We can get information on [K.J as well. The Gersten-Anderson spectral 
sequence [5] works for Stein’s relative groups; we have (p > 0, q > 1) 

E:,, = K,(R[t, ,..., t,,], I[t, ,..., tJ) q +. KY,- ,(R, I). 

The boundary maps 6,: Ei+,,, ---f Ei,,l (0 :< i -< p 7- 1) are given by f,_i - 0 
for i < p and t D+l l-t 1 - (ti + ... + tp) for i =z p + 1. In particular, the two 
maps E:, -+ E&, are evaluation at t = 0, 1, so E&, = [K,](R, I). 

PROPOSITION 2.6. When I is nilpotent, R commutative, zue have E,“, = 0 and 
an isomorphism 8: E,?, ---f [K.J(R, I). 

Proof. The E:, term is k;(I[t, ,..., tp]) == U(I[tl ,..., tJ), and as a set is just 

I[f, >**., tp]. Computing with the Moore complex [lo] we see that 

E;, = [l - (tl + ... + tD)] U(EpI)/il,+lC(E~+lI) = 0. 
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By Proposition 2.2 the sequence abuts to zero, so the terms Ef, , Eiz = ker(8) 
and L?ia = coker(8) are all zero, whence the result. 

QUESTION. If R is a commutative ring with R/nil R regular, is the natural 
map k’,(R) -+ &(R/nil R) onto for all n > O? 

Classically, the map is onto for n < 2 without the regularity condition. As 
KV,(R) = &(R/nil R), the question is a special case of a question of Bass [2]: 
when are the edge maps [KJ - KV, isomorphisms ? Strooker [18] has shown 
that the edge map [Ka] -+ KVa is not onto for the ring Z[x, t, t-II/(x2 - 4), so 
some restriction is necessary. We have the following partial result for n = 3. 

PROPOSITION 2.7. If R is commutative and R/nil R is K,-regular, then there 
is an exact sequence 

KV,(R) + E:, _- -% [KJR - KV,(R) -+ E,Z, - 0. 

Thus if R/nil R is regular, K,(R) -+ K,(R/I) is onto if and only if E& = 0. 

Proof. It suffices to show that E:,(R) = 0 for p # 0. We have a short exact 
sequence of simplicial groups: 

0 4 Et,(R, nil R) + E:,(R) -+ E~,(R/nil R) ---f 0. 

The left complex is acyclic by the proof of Proposition 2.6, and the right com- 
plex is constant by K,-regularity. The result follows from the long exact homo- 
topy sequence. 

3. THE GROUPS SKVfi 

We assume all rings, with or without units, are commutative, and define 

SKV,(R) = [SK@+lR 

for n > 1. By Lemma 1.3 we see that these groups agree with the Karoubi- 
Villamayor groups KV,(R) for n > 2. A ring map A + B is an SZ-jibration 
when the maps SZ(E”A) + SZ(E”B) are onto for n > 1. As SZ is a “left exact 
Mayer-Vietoris functor,” the results of [7] are applicable. The composition of 
Sl-fibrations is an Sl-fibration, and Gl-fibrations are Sl-fibrations. Theorem 2.3 
and a simple calculation yield 

LEMMA 3.1. An Sl-jibration must be onto. A map R + R/I is a Gl-fibration ;f 
and only if it is an Sl-jibration and I + nil R = dI. It is an Sl-fibration if and 
only if R - RI dI is a Gl-jibration. 
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LEMMA 3.2. Let I be an ideal in a ring R. Then I + 4I induces isomorphisms 

for [&I, PI, SK0 , [WJ, and [sKII. 
Proof. We give the proof for [SK,] only, as the other cases are similar. We 

have the exact functorial sequence [I I] : 

By Lemma 2.1 the pair (R/I, 41/l) is SK,-regular. Applying Lemma I .I, and 
using Propositions 2.2 and 2.4, we obtain the exact sequence 

0 -+ [SKJI -> [Sk;] 4I ---f 0. 

Again, for convenience we let Sk’l, denote [SiY,]. 

THEOREM 3.3. Let I be an ideal in a commutatia~e y&g R. Then SKl-,(I) - 
Sk=C7,!( dZ) is an isomorphism fey all n 12 0. The map k-l’,(I) - Sl’,( ~0) 
is an isomorphism for all n f 1. For n = I it is an irzjection with rokernel 
G( l/l)jci(I -L nil R). 

Proof. As [U]I = G(I + nil R/nil R), it is easy to see that [U]l+ [U] dI is 
an injection with the desired cokernel. The results for n = 0, 1 now follow from 
Lemma 3.2. The result for 71 > 2 now follows from Lemma 1.3 and the observa- 
tion that Qz 4I is the radical of Q”I in R[t, ,..., tn]. Done. 

COROLLARY 3.4. If R -+ R/I is an Sl-fbration, there is a long exact ideal 
sequence of SKY-groups, ending in 

SKI:(R/I) + Sli,(I) - SK”(R) - SKo(R/I). 

Proof. From Lemma 3.1, R + R/ dI is a GZ-fibration, and our sequence 
splits off from the resulting long exact sequence of Karoubi-‘l’illamayor K-theory, 
with $‘l in place of I. We need only use Theorem 3.3 and Lemmas 2. I, 3.2 
to substitute I back in for dI. Done. 

Remark. We could have proved the corollary directly from the results of [7] 
and a splicing argument. Theorem 3.3 would then follow, as 4I 4 2/III is an 
Sl-fibration. We have chosen this approach to emphasize the relationship to 
Karoubi--Villamayor K-theory. 

Here is an amusing application of these ideas. 

('OR~LLARY 3.5. Suppose NK,(R) = NK,,(R/I) = 0. Then the sequence 

KVl(R) ---, KV,(R/I) - IO’,,(I) + AT;(R) -+ IWo(R/I) 
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is exact. If L’(I) = L’( +I) aRd R 3 R/dI is a C=l-jibration as well, it is the ending 
of a long exact ideal sequence of kirroubi-~-illamayo~ K-theory. 

Proof. The first statement is a simple consequence of Lemma 1.1. Theorem 
3.3 and the condition on units allow us to substitute I for 4I in the ideal sequence 
for d1. Done. 

Note that if 1 -i- nil K # dI, then R 4 R/I is not a Gl-fibration, and &,(I) is 
not equal to k-F,,(I) = K& 4I). In th’ IS case there is no exact sequence 

Kl;(RjI) + k;,(I) --f K,,(R) 

wielding the maps of Corollary 3.5 upon homotopization. hs an example. we can 
take I to be any nonradical ideal of the integers hut a Z-primary one. 

We now consider Mayer---I-ietoris sequences. Let 

!3.6) 

be a (‘artesian square. Let J., , Jr{ denote the radicals of I in -1 and B. 

Proof. .Is &(=I/I) = K,,(IIjI), the Mayer 1.ietoris sequence for (3&j shows 
that WC hare an isomorphism on 1-I and SK0 , hence on [SK”]. From Proposition 
I .4 we haw only to show [Pic]_-l -~ [Pic]B. ‘L’he MaycrI~ietoris sequtwx shows 
n-e haw an epimorphism on I’ic, hence on [Pit]. By Lemma 1. I the I-O\IS of 

[C:].4 I -- [Pic]I -+ [I’ic]:I --, Pic]:I I 

1 1 1 
[C;]BfI + [Pic]I --f [Pic]B -+ [PicjB 1 

arc exact. .4s the outside vertical arrows are isomorphisms, it follows that 
[Pic],-l -> [Pic]R is also manic, hence an isomorphism. Done. 

LEMMA 3.8. If, iw the square of (3.6), B 4 SjIis an Wfibrution, so is .-I l -+I. 

Pwof. ‘I-his follows from Proposition 2. IO of [7]. 
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Proof. By Lemmas 3.1, 3.8 the vertical arrows of (3.6) are SZ-fibrations. We 
can apply Corollary 3.4 to obtain long exact ideal sequences, and splice them 
together in the familiar way. 

COROLLARY 3.10. Suppose in the square (3.6) that A/ J,4 ---f B/ Jn is an isomer- 
phism a?zd that B + B/JB is a Gl-fibration. Then 

SKl’,(A) + SKV,(B) 

is an isomorphism for all n PC 0. 

COROI.LARY 3.11. Suppose -21 J,, = B/JR is regular in the square (3.6). Then 
KI ‘,(A) ---f KY,(B) is an isomorphism fey all n + 1. If A is a subring of H, then 
it is an injection fey n := 1 with cokernel U(B)/U(A) U(nil B). 

Proof. We need only verify the statement about units. As +-I n nil B = 
nil J, [l+l := L,;(iZ)/Zi(nil -3) is a subgroup of [CT]B = C,‘(B)iC’(nil B) with the 
desired quotient. 

:Is an application, let B be the ring of integers in some global field, and let .-3 
be a subring with the same quotient field. If the primes of the conductor do not 
split and their residue fields do not extend, .-1 has the same Karoubi-\Xamayor 
K-theory as B (except for units). For instance, [SK&4 = 0 for a4 = Z[2i] or 
one of the rings considered in Theorem 3.1 of [14], although the classical Sk, 
is nonzero: 

PROPOSITION 3.12. SK,(Z[2i]) = Z/2, tl le nontrivial element beit!:, [,:,i]. 
.-I contraction ?f this symbol is provided by replacing 2 b>l 2t ire either OS both 
occf~17ynces. 

P~c,of. ‘The conductor is I = 2B, B = Z[i], and B/I == Z/2[Ej. ‘l’he ideal 
sequences and ITan der Kallen’s computation of ri,(B/I) show that SI<i(--i, 1) = 
Sk,(J) and Sk;,(B, 1) = 0. By Swan’s excision sequence [ 141, it is clear that the 
descrihcd Mennicke symbol is the only possible nonzero one; hy Lemma 3.13 
it is nonzero. Done. 

I’YOC$ The proof of Lemma 3.2 of [14] goes through for p m= 2, once we 
observe that if b ~1, c mm 1 mod 26, we have (c, 6) L= 1 (Swan’s notation). This 
follows from (A. 17) of [3] unless b = &2, &3i, when it follows from the remark 
after (L1.l 8) of [3]. Hence the map is well defined. When a = 1 2i, h := 2, 
we have :%‘a = 5 and b2 X: -1 mod a, so by definition [3, p. 861 we have 
(& -= -I. 

Here is another application of Corollary 3.11. 
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PROPOSITION 3.14. Let .4 be a commutative 1Voetherian rirg, B its seminor- 
malization, and 0 + I the conductor from B to A. If _4/+I is regular, then 
KC’,(A) k-l’,,(B). except possibly for units when n 7: 1. 

Proof. \Te have only to show =1/J., =-- B/Jn . By [16] there is a bijection 
between the primes of LJ-ljl and B/I, and the residue fields are identical. As 
A/J.! is normal, it is the product of a finite number of domains. Since Bj JA is an 
integra! extension with the same total quotient ring, it must bc A/J,, Done. 

C’~ROLLAR~ 3.15. Let IT be an qffine rurzse over a jielil. Then (except j& units) 
I* has the same h-aroubi-l’illllttla~or Ii’-theor> as its seminormalization. 

COROLLARY 3.16. Let 1. be a connected a@e curve over a jield k, whose 
normalization S is n afine lines. Suppose in addition that the m sin,yular points 
of IT and the II points of S l\+ng over them are all k-rational. Then 

for all ti - I, where d == 211 - in -- ri -F I. 

Proof. If J7 is seminormal, it is a curve of “Type I,” and the computation is 
contained in [ 121. ‘The only data that change upon passage from I‘ to its semi- 
normalization are the values of m and 111. But each singular point we lose has only 
one point lying over it, so AI .- wz (and hence d) does not change. Corollary 3. I5 
yields the result, except for units. But as 1’ is connected, the arguments of [I?] 
show that the seminormalization has no more units than k does. As I,‘( I-) is a 
subgroup, it must be L;(k) as well, and we arc done. 

Portions of this paper were contained in the author’s dissertation. I would like to 

thank R. C;. Swan for many helpful suggestions. 
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